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STR8-LIGN by QWERTY TYRE SOLUTIONS (PTY) LTD
Qwerty Tyre Solutions is an international-award-winning company, specialising in the manufacture of innovative wheel
alignment technologies and equipment. We currently produce two internationally acclaimed systems, namely;
- STR8-LIGN Passenger Wheel Alignment System
- STR8-LIGN Commercial and Trucking Wheel Alignment System
STR8-LIGN is unique patented equipment, providing a cost-effective alternative to expensive 3D wheel alignment
systems, for small independent workshops to OEM environments. The smallest, lightest and most versatile system on
the market will create windows of opportunity for progressive thinking businesses!
At just 15Kg STR8-LIGN is the only complete mobile system available from a single manufacturer capable of quickly
and accurately measuring and repairing, individual front and rear toe, total toe, camber, caster, setback, thrust angle
and ride height variances.
STR8-LIGN is now an accepted accurate and more cost-effective alternative to conventional 3D wheel alignment
equipment. With global automotive leaders such as Toyota Gazoo, Hyundai, Dunlop, Wheel Change You, and many
more already successfully using STR8-LIGN and reporting industry leading ROI figures of as low as 21 days
Based on Global demand, QTS is looking for sales and marketing distribution partners to complement our
manufacturing and product developments. Partners can benefit from sales revenue, training, product rentals and
optional annuity revenue on software subscriptions.
Get in early, and enjoy fewer competitors, with higher volume and better margins!
WHO IS QWERTY TYRE SOLUTIONS PTY LTD?
Challenged by leaders in the passenger tyre industry to design and develop a more cost effective wheel alignment
solution to grow and develop a mobile tyre maintenance strategy to assist with travel safety programs.
Qwerty Tyre Solutions Pty Ltd was incorporated in April 2016, when its previous 3 years of product research,
development and testing awarded a patent.
Although designed as a compact and cost-effective solution, its value proposition proved significant, and we received
our first award in a global formal market show, Automechanika. Receiving a bronze award for innovation, pitted
against globally recognised giants like Bosch and Monroe amongst others, bears testament to the versatility of the
product and its ability to not only enter the informal market but the greater formal market itself.
In short order, both the local and international Toyota Gazoo rally teams saw the merit of a piece of equipment like
this, shaving the seconds required to win titles in the setup of their race vehicles. On the back of this, STR8-LIGN
enjoyed the spoils of winning titles of the local rally circuit and the more globally recognised and toughest rally in the
world, Dakar Rally.
Today we have businesses improving their service offerings and profit margins in Greece, the United States of
America, United Kingdom, Sub Saharan Africa and Australia.
Having been critically evaluated by various leading international automotive bodies and associations, including but not
limited to Automechanika (Innovations Award) and Automobile Association, in numerous independent “head to head”
tests conducted by Global industry leaders such as Bridgestone (The world largest tyre manufacture) and pitted
against most of the industry’s leading equipment manufacturers, Str8-Lign has repeatedly proven its speed and
accuracy.
Contact us to find out how STR8-LIGN can open new business opportunity for you!
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STR8-LIGN TARGET HEAD IN OPERATION - COMPLETE STR8-LIGN UNIT
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